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The children will have a lot of fun with this interactive lesson. 

We always start class with a guessing game “what are we going to make today?”, let them look at 
the materials on the table and guess. Give them some clues.

Make noises with your mouth and reveal your awesome rocket, shake it, show how it lifts off, 
flying all around the room.

Materials Required: 

1. White mailing tube 41x 250mm 
2. Pastel crayons
3. Brush & water in a jug
4. Water colour paint
5. Hammer, nail & skewer
6. X1 pipe cleaner
7. Star stickers
8. Cheap thin white fabric
9. Glue gun
10. Whte A4 page
11. Hand towel, each child should have a hand towel (always when working with paint or ink), to 

dry the brush and to clean painted fingers
12. Masking tape 
13. Scissors
14. Any pasta
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Using a nail and then a 
skewer (to make the holes a 
bit bigger) punch 2 holes from 
the bottom up through one of 
the lids. 

Decorate the circle with 
pastel crayons.  Twist it 
into a cone and secure it 
with cello tape. 

1 Cut thin and cheap white 
fabric roughly 40-50cm x 
10cm. Tip; thin fabric will 
dry a lot quicker. Prepare 
step 7 before if it’s a very 
full class.
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Prepare each workstation
with: the mailing tube, pastel 
crayons, water colour paint, 
fabric. Hand the brushes out 
when the class starts as some 
kids will start painting with 
water before the class starts. 

It helps to reveal new 
materials (pipe cleaners, stars) 
every now and then to keep 
the children engaged and 
excited.
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Use a small plate or lid and 
trace a circle on an A4 page. Let 
the child assist with the tracing 
work (fine motor skills). Adult to 
cut the circle out and a slot to 
the centre of the circle (you can 
lightly fold it in half and half 
again to find the centre). You 
can also do this step before the 
class if it’s a big class.
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Prepare this part before the class begins

Colour your mailing tube/ 
rocket body with pastel 
crayons. Pace your class, 
motivate the children to add 
lots and lots of colour.

Paint your fabric / rocket 
flames with water colour 
paint. Once done hang it up to 
dry.

4 5 6 Paint over the pastel
crayons with water colour
paint. Once done, use a
towel to dry it. See how the 
crayons resists the paint.

6 Hand star stickers out. Let 
the children decorate their 
rockets with stars. 
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And put the cone on top. 
Hand it back, let the children
hold the cone in place and
count to 30 (3 x 10 or 30). 
This should be enough time 
for the glue to dry. 

Whilst they are busy sticking 
stars go around and glue the 
cone to the top of the rocket 
using a glue gun. Add lots of 
glue around the edge of the 
lid (the lid without holes in).

10 11 12 Collect your fabric. It’s 
ok if it’s not a 100% dry 
yet. Let the adults 
assist in cutting it into
strips (all the way 
through).

Hand pipe cleaners out. Let 
the children put the pipe 
cleaner through the holes. 
Place the centre of the 
fabric strips in the centre of 
the lid. 

Collect the strips on top of 
each other and find the centre 
by folding it lightly in half.

13 14 15 And give it a good twist to 
fix it in place. 

Close the bottom lid.Hand pasta out. Let the 
children put 30 pieces inside 
their rocket, one by one whilst 
counting out loud.

16 17 18 Time to lift off, shake it to 
make a noise and see who 
can reach the stars!

You are also welcome to 
play the shaking games 
again, it’s always a hit!
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Shaking games!

Play and Stop Listening Game.
When the music starts, everyone starts paying/ shaking their shakers. When the music stops, stop!!. Put the 

music on nice and loud to create excitement and let the children listen to the music. 

Play on the rhythm of the music.
Play a song with a nice rhythm. We used Moana (Soundtrack), “Where You are”, because Moana rocks! Start 

the song and see if everyone can play on the rhythm. Try a bit louder, then a bit softer. Start and stop it in-

between, repeating the play and stop listening game with a rhythm this time. 

Move it Game
Now add moves to the rhythm. Shake your music maker high up above your head, then down low at your 

toes, then in the front at your belly button, then behind your back. Try calling “left” and then ”right” as well 

and see if everyone can follow. Repeat this a few times. You can also add in  a “go crazy” command. 

Repeat Me.
Start with a simple beat “ one, two” then quickly “one, two, three”  and let the children repeat the shakes 

after you. Do a couple of fun combinations and ask if anyone else want to give it a try. Let him/ her introduce 

a beat and let the class repeat after him/ her.
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